Study Guide for Test on May 10

Listen to the audio file to listen to the correct pronunciation of the words and sentences below. It can help if you record your own voice for comparison with the audio files. All the items on the test are taken from the words and sentences below. tomysensei@me.com

sheep
seat
heel
feel
sleep
seek
leave
least
bean
cheek
thirteen
fourteen
fifteen
sixteen
seventeen
eighteen
nineteen
pen
left
said
head

ship
sit
hill
fill
slip
sick
live
list
been
chick
thirty
forty
fifty
sixty
seventy
eighty
ninety
pan
laughed
sad
had
iPad
pants

Listen to this – it’s really interesting.
I live in the city. Where do you live?
What’s this?
Who is it?
The ship is filled with grinning sheep.
Billy Simpson lives in the hills of Sydney.
Rick’s shoes didn’t fit his feet.
Phil slipped away within minutes of the finish.
The manager had Rick serve the cheap chips to the band backstage.
Sally said her cat was getting fat.
What’s the matter?
I understand why men feel that way.
The women in the photograph were the backup singers for the band.
He has his iPod in his bag, but has an iPad back at his flat.
She has a Mac, an iPad and an iPod.
He had a mustache and was wearing glasses and a plaid jacket.
Her parents were sad to be leaving.
Her parents were said to be living.
Her black pen was at the bottom of her backpack.
The men laughed at her as soon as she left the classroom.
He ran past me, grabbed the man’s cash, stuffed it into a bag, and ran away.
He ripped his pants and had to have them pinned.
Welcome back - that's a great tan you have.